This contribution investigates the role of virtual space on social interactions during collaborative tasks. We previously observed that MUD users rely on spatial positions to refine the conversational context and thereby facilitate mutual understanding. Supporting mutual understanding is a main challenge of CSCL research. We explore how this may happen in a continuous space (VRML). Our first hypothesis was that the proximity of the emitter to the referred object clarifies the referential context. Our second hypothesis stated that the receiver uses gaze awareness (knowing what the emitter is looking at) in order to guess which object the emitter refers to. The experiment results confirmed the first hypothesis, surprisingly rejected the second hypothesis and reveal complex interactions between the two.
INTRODUCTION
Many CSCL environments are based on a spatial metaphor: a virtual campus includes rooms, buildings, etc. Why ? Two hypotheses can be inferred from the design rationale, enhanced motivation or enhanced navigation. The motivation hypothesis, simply stated, is that it would be more pleasant to learn in an environment represented as a nice or an original place (e.g. a spaceship, a jungle village) than a simple representation of the information space (tree, network, etc.) . It cannot be harmful to have a nice-looking CSCL environment. However, our experience is that, the more time learners spend in a virtual campus, the more they become concerned by more practical concerns such as bandwidth requirements and time need for a user to move from a et b. According to the navigation hypothesis, it would be easier to access information when it is structured according to a familiar place (e.g. a physical campus, a library, etc.). Familiarity would provide users with a-priori mental map of the environment structure that might facilitate inferences (knowing that information A is located there, inferring where is information B). Again, these potential benefits are counterbalanced by the difficulty to map a 3D space on a multi-dimensional information space. This contribution is based on a third hypothesis: some features of virtual space would play a functional role in collaboration among peers.
This hypothesis arose as a side-observation of a study (Dillenbourg & Traum, 1999) aimed to grasp how a whiteboard facilitates the grounding mechanism (Clark & Brennan, 1991) . We had chosen a text-based virtual reality (a MOO environment) to create the task that subjects had to perform. We observed that the rate of acknowledgment (which percentage of many messages emitted by A are acknowledged by B) was significantly higher when the two subjects were located in the same virtual room (Dillenbourg, Mendelsohn & Jermann, 1999) . Moreover, the delay of acknowledgment was significantly shorter in virtual co-presence. Our interpretation was that, in the selected task (sort of Cluedo game) when the two users are in the same virtual room, they are both looking for the information stored in that room. Since they are looking for the same information, what one subject has to say to the other has more chances to be interesting for the latter and hence trigger an answer. In other words, we observed a 'natural' instance of what has been termed 'social navigation' (Dourish & Chalmers, 1994) . This social navigation dimension may only occur if A knows that B is in the same room as A, that is if the environment offers spatial awareness, that is "the collection of up-to-the minute knowledge a person holds about the state of another's interaction with the workspace" (Gutwin, Greenberg & Roseman, 1996) . We use the adjective 'natural' because the spatial awareness is an inherent property of virtual multi-user environments (although not always implemented), while in another environment it requires extrinsic awareness tools (e.g. a message "B is currently reading the same web page as you").
Of course, the implicit assumption behind this view is that subjects pay attention to spatial awareness information. This assumption can be questioned, since CSCW research has not produced much empirical evidence that subjects actually process awareness information. We therefore ran an experiment (Montandon, 1996) in a task that requires spatial coordination: When we suppressed the spatial awareness messages that are automatically generated by a MOO environment (".e.g. Pierre is paging you from the library", the subjects compensate this information loss by performing specific commands (the 'who' commands lists where are all moo users).
This function of virtual space was not limited to co-presence. We sometimes observed that a subject would not forward information X to his partner, because he knew that his partner has been in a room where information X is available. These results reveal a mechanism that goes beyond co-presence effects: if there is a clear structural mapping between the problem space and the virtual space, reasoning on mutual positions is reasoning on collaboration strategies, or, in other words, spatial awareness supports coordination at the task le vel. This inference process from 'where is my partner' to 'what he knows/does/understands' defines our efforts to grasp the functions of virtual space in collaborative tasks.
In this series of studies, we observed another functional role of space. In some cases, subjects produced utterances such as "he lies" in which "he" had not been grounded in a previous utterance… but still did not lead to misunderstanding! In these situations, the two subjects were in the same virtual room, a room that also includes one agent or key object. Our interpretation was that the ungrounded 'he' was -by default-this agent/object. The room seemed to be used by subjects as the by-default context to disambiguate utterances. This observation may develop our functional understanding of virtual space: we hypothesize that spatial awareness supports grounding by providing subjects with the contextual cues necessary to refer to objects . Understanding how a virtual environment may facilitate the construction of a shared understanding is a key challenge of CSCL research and the main goal of the experiments reported here.
RESEARCH GOALS
We could of course hardly defend the above hypothesis that relies on our subjective interpretation of a few utterances. Hence this study aims to bring more substantial evidence. Moreover, our preliminary observations were bound to the room paradigm of MUD environments, i.e. to the fact that the virtual space is segmented into rooms. Would our preliminary observations be confirmed in a more systematic experiment? Would they be confirmed in a continuous space, i.e. in space where rooms do not simply define in/out relations, but where distance matters?
The choice of a 3D world (VRML) to test this hypothesis does not imply that we believe that such representations will be more effective than 2.5D, 2D or even text-based representations. The goal of our work is to identify the functions of different representation and to understand how these functions may then be translated within various representation formats.
METHODOLOGY
Imagine two people working together in a Virtual Environment (VE). Depending on their task, they could be interested in talking about an object, or refer to one during an interaction. If the VE is supposed to support this kind of interaction it should enable the users to point at the reference object, or at least to describe it in simple words. Actually, any system enabling the proper designation of a reference object would help the clarification of the referential context. However, if there is no explicit method of referring to objects during a VE interaction, what will users do?
To answer this question, we constructed an experimental 3D VE where two subjects are required to collaborate to solve a simple object-matching task. The subjects are seated in different computer rooms and can only interact with their partner through the VE.
The Experimental Virtual Environment N.B. The experience was conducted in French, therefore the interface labels and messages shown in the diagrams are written in this language, translations of this text are provided when appropriate.
The multi-user 3D VE constructed for use in the experiment is figurative, and poor in details. It has ground, sky and two stylized trees, to be used as landmarks by the exploring subjects. There are also nine unique objects (displayed on a pedestal) arranged on a 3x3 grid, with each row and column spaced by 10 units ( Fig.1 & 2) . Figure 1 . Snapshot of the Virtual Environment (from a slightly elevated viewpoint). In the foreground is a message from the partner (transl.: He says: 'It's this one!'). Also, in the foreground one sees the target object. Also visible are the 2 landmarks (a cone tree and a sphere tree), and the nine objects. The small cone (middle of the image) represents a subject's avatar. The view awareness is active so objects in his field of view are highlighted.
The object of the task is for the user to locate a target object from amongst the nine located in the VE. During the task the target object is always shown in the upper portion of the viewpoint. All of the nine objects are cuboids, and are highly similar to each other; therefore the object-target matching task is far from straightforward. A quick glance at objects in the VE is insufficient to ascertain a match with the target object, subjects must, rather, take time to explore the objects in detail.
Using the mouse as input device, both the target object and the other objects can be rotated about their center, enabling users to explore them from any angle. The size of the objects is large enough for manipulation to be achieved with ease at a distance of 2 units, and is still possible up to a distance of 10 units, equaling the distance to a neighboring object.
The navigation of the 3D VE is achieved through the movement and orientation of a viewpoint in a computer generated 3D scene using an input device i.e. mouse, keyboard, etc. This viewpoint is coupled to the representations of the user in the VE, also referred to as its avatar. In the case of our experiment the avatar of the users are simple red cones (Fig.1) . While a user explores the VE his avatar moves accordingly in the VE. Each user sees the avatar of his/her partner (or can decide to look at it), but being inside their own avatars the subjects cannot see themselves.
Figure 2. Layout of the Virtual Environment showing the 9 objects (numbered 1 to 9) and the 2 Landmarks (LM). During the experiment the avatar position, orientation and action was logged for each subject, and each pair, at an interval of 1 second. The gray lines connect successive avatar positions marked as squares (the bigger the square the more time passed on that spot). They represent the traces of a pair of subjects exploring the VE. In this case the pair finally agrees on object 1 after consulting several other objects first.
However simplistic, the use of non articulated, simple upright cones, as avatars was a crucial experimental choice, as this representation carries no information on the orientation of the avatar., Therefore, there is no way for a user to tell the field of view of the partner on the VE. Simply stated, whatever direction the user is looking at, the representation of his avatar remains constant.
Communication in the VE between the subjects is possible using a structured communication interface (Fig.3) . In the task subjects have to inform their partners of beliefs concerning the objects (see the experimental task below) by pressing buttons which trigger a specific textual message broadcast on both subjects display. The following list explains the communication interface buttons labels and effects:
1. The 'OBJ' (object) button triggers the emission of the statement: "It's this one!" 2. The 'OUI' (yes) button triggers an emission of the confirmation of statement 1: "Yes, it's this one." 3. The 'NON' (no) button triggers an emission that invalidates statement 1: "No, it's not this one." . Also noticeable is the smaller target object above the main object. Finally, note the tree landmark in the background of the scene.
The Awareness Tool
As previously explained, the simple geometric shape of the avatar communicates no information about the orientation of the partner's avatar. This also implies that a subject will have no clear idea of what objects are in the field of view of their partner. We believe that by adding a view awareness mechanism to the VE, providing information about an avatars actual field of view, that the completion of the collaborative task will be facilitated. The mechanism of the awareness tool is simple: every object in the field of view of the partner's avatar is highlighted (Fig.1) using a different color to those objects out of their field of view. The presence or absence of this awareness tool constitutes the experimental condition of the study.
Task
The experiment is a succession of 10 sequences. Half of the subject pairs complete the initial five sequences with the awareness tool, and the remaining sequences without the awareness tool. The remaining subject pairs complete the initial half of the sequences without the awareness tool, and the second half with it.
The layout of the VE stays constant throughout the experiment, but the nine objects and the target object change for each sequence. Users are required to locate the target object from amongst the nine objects in the VE, and then reach a consensus with their partner over whether their match is correct. In actual fact, there is no real need for collaboration during the task; however, the subject pairs can only negotiate the possible location of the target together.
Once a subject believes that he has found the object corresponding to the target, s/he (the emitter) must propose it to his, or her, partner (the receiver) so that the receiver can accept or reject the proposal using the structured communication interface. A sequence is complete when both subjects agree on the object match, and that this match is correct.
Variables
Position and orientation of the avatars in the VE are collected and logged every second. Avatar actions, such as the manipulation of objects, or communication using the structured interface, are also logged. From this raw data we computed several measurements (dependent variables):
Distance measures to the reference object: Various distance measures of the emitter to the reference object are computed for statistical analysis.
1) The distance of the emitter at the time of the statement emission.
2) The distance of the emitter at the time of the receiver's answer.
3) The mean distance of the emitter between the emission of the statement and the receiver's answer.
4)
The total traveled distance of the emitter between the emission of the statement and the receiver's answer.
Measure of the ambiguity of the referential context:
We believe that the lack of knowledge of the referenced object will create an ambiguous conversational situation with more than one object being a potential candidate of the reference. The only way for the receiver to explicitly reduce this ambiguity is to examine every potential object to tell if it matches the target. As explained previously, objects were built to be sufficiently similar such that the users were required to manipulate them to be sure of a match. This information was logged, and can therefore be used to count the number of distinct objects manipulated by the receiver while trying to confirm/invalidate the emitter's statement. The greater the number of manipulated objects the greater the ambiguity of the situation.
Hypotheses
We postulate the following hypotheses:
• Hypothesis 1: The proximity of the emitter to the referred object clarifies the referential context. Subjects have to communicate about objects without being able to point at them or describe them properly. We think that although there is no explicit way for the emitter to reference the target object, the emitter still can use a collaborative feature of space, i.e. proximity, to identify the reference object. The nearer the emitter to the referenced object the less ambiguous is the referential context for the receiver.
• Hypothesis 2: The 'view awareness' clarifies the referential context. Not being able to estimate the field of view of the partner when a subject is referring an object creates an ambiguous situation. By providing the view awareness tool we think to facilitate the partners task. Sequences with view awareness should be less ambiguous and therefore have a clearer referential context. • Hypothesis 3: The distance from the emitter to the referred object should increase with the 'view awareness'. According to (Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986, cit.in Clark & Brennan, 1991) 'least collaborative effort' principle, conversing partners tend to minimize their collaborative effort, doing just what is required to assure sufficient mutual comprehension. As postulated in our first and second hypotheses, both proximity to the object, and view awareness, reduce the ambiguity created by the experimental VE. However, proximity to an object is the result of a user action, whereas view awareness, if active, needs no attention of the emitter (only the partner sees it anyway). This redundancy of context disambiguating clues should lead to a slackening of the collaborative effort when possible, that is, the proximity to the object (users have no control over the view awareness tool). In conditions with view awareness the emitter will tend to be more distant from the referenced object, than conditions without view awareness.
Subjects
Experimental subjects consisted of 20 pairs (N=20) composed of students recruited on the university campus. These pairs were assigned to one of the experimental conditions forming two groups of 10 pairs.
RESULTS
Our first hypothesis postulates that proximity of the emitter to the reference object clarifies the referential context. Concretely this means that the smaller the distance from the emitter to the referred object, the fewer objects will be examined by the receiver to disambiguate the referential context. Table 1 shows the correlations for the various distance variables and the ambiguity measure. Table 1 . Correlation between the distance variables and the number of examine objects by the receiver.
Results in table 1 show that distance is positively correlated to the number of examined objects. Though the correlations are relatively small, three out of the four distance measures are highly significant. Thus, we consider hypothesis 1 to be confirmed.
The second hypothesis assumes that the view awareness tool would facilitate the clarification of the referential context. That is, after the statement of the emitter, the number of examined objects by the receiver should be smaller in sequences with view awareness, than without view awareness. Tables 2 and 3 show the result of an analysis of variance (ANOVA). Table 2 indicates no difference between sequences with or without view awareness, what is confirmed by the ANOVA test (Table 3 ) that shows no significant interaction between the conditions (p=.983). Hence, the second hypothesis is invalidated.
The third hypothesis combines the two previous. If both the proximity of the emitter to a referred object (hyp.1) and the view awareness (hyp.2) contribute to clarify the referential context, one should observe a slackening of the use of proximity in sequences with view awareness. We made an ANOVA to test this last hypothesis. Although, distance measures to the referred object tend to be greater in the condition with the awareness tool, the ANOVA revealed no significant interaction between view awareness and proximity.
DISCUSSION
The results only confirm the first hypothesis.
The first hypothesis assumes that the proximity of the emitter will help to clarify the referential context. Actually, from the three distance measures considered only the distance of the emitter at answer time is the not significantly correlated to the number of examined objects by the receiver. This can be explained by the fact that at this particular moment (when the receiver answers to the emitter's statement) the receiver has made up his mind about his answer whatever the distance of the emitter to the object can be. The other three measures show strong significance thus validating the first hypothesis.
The second hypothesis postulated a facilitation of the clarification of the referential context by using a view awareness tool. Surprisingly, an analysis of variance invalidates the hypothesis. We find no interaction between the awareness tool and the ambiguity reduction activity of the receiver. There could be several reasons for this. The first explanation could be found it the awareness tool implementation. We designed the view awareness tool to be an integral part of the objects in the VE. Rather than having a special portion of the display showing one's partner field of view, users can get this information by direct observation of the objects in the scene. We believe that this 'inscene' implementation of the view awareness must have been too difficult to manage during the task for our subjects. A cue for a second explanation was found by further analysis of the collected data. All pairs passed both conditions, namely a bloc of five sequences with view awareness and another bloc of five sequences without. The blocs order where counterbalanced so that half of the pairs passed the bloc of five sequences with view awareness first, and the other half started without view awareness. An ANOVA using only each pair's first five sequences shows a tendencial interaction between view awareness and the number of examined objects by the receiver (F(1,97)=3.652, p=.059) which would tend to confirm hypothesis 2. But inexplicably, results for all pairs decrease in the five last sequences, whether the pairs gain or loose the of the view awareness tool. We can only explain this by a non-adaptation of the users strategies to the new conditions.
The third hypothesis is based on hypothesis 1 and 2 and predicted an interaction between proximity and view awareness. If proximity and view awareness can both used to disambiguate the referential context, then we should observe a slackening of the use of proximity in conditions with the awareness tool. But in the previous paragraph we saw that the second hypothesis is invalidated by our findings, leaving little chances for a validation of our third hypothesis. Consistently the results do not confirm the last hypothesis.
CONCLUSION
This experience has a strong experimental flavor and has no real 'ecological' validity. It does not prove that some environment is better than some other one. It's aim was to identify a function that can be integrated in a variety of environments: Users may use some features of virtual space, namely distance, to support a core mechanism in collaboration, defining the referential context. The results do not prove that, in a different task, the emitter would spontaneously move closer to an object (or bring the object closer to him) in order to refine the context. It still remains an open issue for us to dissociate to which extend the emitter's move to the object was due to the task constraints or reflect a deliberate deictic move. It only indicates that, when the emitter has to perform this move for task-specific constraints, then the receiver is able to use this information to disambiguate references. This information may however be used by CSCL designers for instance to decide how they position objects in virtual space.
Finally, we didn't analyze the avatars movements (which reflect the users exploration of the virtual environment) and it remains an open issue to know how much of the disambiguation of the context was due to the use of the distance cues and how much could be due to subjects observing the partner's avatar movements and thus deducing it's orientation. But it seems highly probable to us that subjects make also use of this information to accomplish the task.
There exist of course a variety of linguistic and paralinguistic mechanisms for refining the conversational context, which were artificially inhibited in this experiment. The loss of contextual cues and of ways to use context in conversation is a major disadvantage of electronic communication (even video-based) versus face-to-face. Therefore, we believe that research that contributes to identify context-making mechanisms in computer-mediated communication might have a major impact on the design of CSCL environments.
